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Introduction

• Welcome to the Tuttle Essential Language series, covering all of the most popula

world languages. These books are basic guides in communicating in the languag
They’re concise, accessible and easy to understand, and you’ll find them indispensabl
on your trip abroad to get you where you want to go, pay the right prices and d
everything you’ve been planning to do.

This guide is divided into 16 themed sections and starts with a pronunciation table whic
explains the phonetic pronunciation to all the words and sentences you’ll need to know, and
basic grammar guide which will help you construct basic sentences in your chosen language. A
the end of the book is an extensive English–Hindi word list.

beside them. These are designed t
Throughout the book you’ll come across boxes with a
help you if you can’t understand what your listener is saying to you. Hand the book over to them
and encourage them to point to the appropriate answer to the question you are asking.
Other boxes in the book—this time without the symbol—give listings of themed words wit
their English translations.
For extra clarity, we have put all phonetic pronunciations of the foreign language terms i
bold italic.
This book covers all subjects you are likely to come across during the course of a visit, from
reserving a room for the night to ordering food and drink at a restaurant and what to do if you
car breaks down or you lose your money. With over 2,000 commonly used words and essentia
sentences at your fingertips you can rest assured that you will be able to get by in all situation
so let Essential Hindi become your passport to learning to speak with confidence!

Pronunciation guide

The Hindi syllabary is made up of forty-six characters in their basic form. There are eleve
vowels and thirty-six consonants. Ten of the eleven vowels also have an abbreviated form, whe
they are pronounced together with a consonant. Unless a consonant is written with one of th
abbreviated forms of these ten vowels, it is either pronounced with an inherent a

a vowel, o

depending on its place in the word, with no vowel sound.

Guide to Pronunciation

* When written with a consonant, these symbols indicate that these vowel sounds a
pronounced with the consonant in place of the inherent ‘a’ vowel. See the Rules fo
pronunciation below.

There are some sounds in Hindi that were originally not represented in the script. They occur i
words that came into Hindi from Arabic, Persian and English, among other languages. They ar
represented by dots under particular characters.

Rules for pronunciation
1) Each consonant is pronounced with an inherent ‘a’

a

vowel, except in the followin

circumstances:
a) an abbreviated vowel symbol is written with it
For example:

k = ka but
k; = kā; ik = ki; kI = kī; ku = ku; kU = kū;  = kṛ; ke = ke; kw = kai; ko = ko; k* = kao
b) at the end of a word
For example:

k;m = kām
c) it is not being omitted twice in a row
For example:

kml; = kamlā; nmk = namak
d) its form is modified and it is connected to the following consonant
For example:

k( k + y ya = Ky kya

Most of these modified forms will be easily recognizable. Some, however, are a bit mor
idiosyncratic.
2) Occasionally when an
pronounced, this a

a

a vowel

is followed by an

ha

h with

which no full vowel

a is pronounced as a short e E.

For example:

mhl = mehal (palace) (in this word the a vowel is very short)
Conjunct Consonants

Most modified forms of consonants joined together to indicate the omission of an intervening ‘
vowel will be readily identifiable (such as

k( k + y

ya

=

Ky

kya

above). However, th

constituent consonants in some clusters are not so recognizable. For a list of these, refer to
standard text like Elementary Hindi, pp. 42–46.

Basic grammar

The most important features of Hindi grammar are the conjugations of verbs, and the use o
postpositions (the same as prepositions in English, except that they follow the word to whic
they relate).

One of the most important rules of Hindi grammar is that any word that is followed by a postpositio
cannot influence the conjugation of the verb. Sometimes postpositions in Hindi are implied (that i
not visible). Depending on the word that is being governed by a postposition, its form may hav
to change when it is followed by a postposition.
For example:
that

voh

vh
those
vo

ve
good

acchā

aCz;
boy (m)
laṛkā

lड़k;
that good boy

voh acchā laṛkā

vh aCz; lड़k;
to that good boy

us acche laṛke KO

¨s aCze lड़ke ko
those good boys
vo acche laṛke

ve aCze lड़ke
to those good boys

un acche laṛkõ KO

¨n aCze lड़ko' ko
In the second and fourth examples above the postposition ‘to’ ko

ko appears. Look closely at th

changes that have taken place to the words for ‘that/those’, ‘good’ and ‘boy.’ These changes te
us whether these words are singular or plural and followed by a postposition or not.

Word Order
Hindi is a subject-object-verb language (SOV).
For example:
I read
S

V

a book.

maĩ

O

S

kitāb

paṛhtā

O

h .

mw' ikt;b pढ़t; Ù\)

V

Nouns

All nouns in Hindi are either masculine or feminine. The form of many changes when they a
pluralized and when followed by a postposition (on, at, in, with, etc). How they change depend
on the ending of the word and its gender.
Nouns are declined according to the following rules.
Masculine Nouns
1. Masculine nouns that end in ā

a; decline in the following manner.

2. All other masculine nouns decline in the following manner.

È and ū Ë shorten these vowels in the plural form
with a postposition, and in the case of ī È, add the semi-vowel y y( before the ending õ ao'.

Masculine nouns that end in the long vowels ī

3. There are some ā

a; ending masculine nouns that follow the pattern of (2). These are main

nouns that signify a relationship and have a reduplicative form as well as some words from
Sanskrit. For example:
maternal uncle

māmā

m;m;
paternal uncle
cācā

c;c;
maternal grandfather
nānā

n;n;
paternal grandfather
dādā

d;d;
king
rājā

r;j;
father
pitā

ipt;

Feminine Nouns

î È or iyā îy;

1. Feminine nouns that end in i , ī
i

î — add y y;\ in plural with no postposition, yõ yo' in plural with a postposition.

ī

È — shorten to i î and add y y;\ in plural with no postposition, yõ yo' in plural with

postposition.
iyā

îy; — add ~ \ in plural with no postposition, changing yā y; to yõ yo' in plural with

postposition.

2. Feminine nouns ending in any other character are declined simply by adding ẽ
form without a postposition, and õ

* Feminine words ending in a ū

E\ in the plur

ao' in the plural with a postposition.

Ë vowel shorten this vowel before the addition of ẽ E\ and õ a

in the plural with and without a postposition.
Adjectives
Adjectives in Hindi must also be declined according to their endings.
1.

ā

a; ending

adjectives must change for the number, gender and case (occurrence of

postposition) of the noun that follows.

2. Adjectives that end in any other character do not change.

red (adj)
lāl

l;l
red book (f)
lāl kitāb

l;l ikt;b
red books (f, pl)
lāl kitābẽ

l;l ikt;be'
in the red book (f)
lāl kitāb mẽ

l;l ikt;b me'
in the red books (f, pl)
lāl kitābõ mẽ

l;l ikt;bo' me'
There are some

ā

a; ending adjectives that do not change, and a few where it is up to th

speaker’s discretion. Here is a list of a few of the more common ones.
one-and-a-quarter

savā

sv;
excellent
baṛhiyā

biढ़y;
inferior
ghaṭiyā

`i$y;
unfortunate, unhappy, sad
dukhiyā

dui%y;
born

paidā

pwd;
a little
zarā

ज़

r;

alive

zindā

iज़'d;
fresh
tāzā

t;ज़;
(This may change according to the speaker’s discretion.)
Pronouns

The forms of pronouns also change when they are followed by postpositions. Here is a list of a
of possible forms of the pronouns with different postpositions. Postpositions can be made up of
single word (in

mẽ

me)' or two or more words (for the sake of ke liye ke ilye). In some case

there are variant forms of some of the pronouns with particular postpositions.

Many of these postpositions are written together with pronouns in the Devanagari script. The
have been written separately in the Roman script to show clearly the form that the pronou
takes.
Plural forms of pronouns are used for single people to be polite.
There are three second person pronouns. They function in the following manner:
you tū (sing)

tU (intimate): used with animals, small children, god, intimate relations

you tum (pl)

tum (familiar): used with friends, family, people of same social standing

you āp

a;p (pl) (polite): used for respect with elders and people of higher social standing

There are only a few single word postpositions. They are:
’s kā

k;

to (object marker) ko

ko

until, by tak

tk

on, at, in par

pr

in mẽ

me'

from, by, since, with se
ergative particle ne

se

ne

The majority of postpositions contain more than one word. Most are made up of two words, th
first of which is either ke
with ke sāth

ke or kī kI.

ke s;q

for (the sake of) ke liye

ke ilye

about, concerning ke bāre mẽ

ke b;re me'; because of kī vajah se kI vjh se

Verbs

Verbs are conjugated in the various tenses for the number, gender, and person of the subject. Th
verbal system is based on two participles:
the imperfect participle (action ‘imperfect’, or incomplete)
the perfect participle (action ‘perfect’, or complete)
These participles are effectively

ā

a; ending adjectives. (See above how adjectives function

They are formed in the following manner:
• Imperfect participle: stem of a verb + tā/te/tī +
For example:
to speak
bolnā (infinitive)

boln;
bol (stem)

+ tā/te/tī

bol ± t;÷te÷tI
speak boltā/bolte/boltī

t;÷te÷tI

bolt;÷bolte÷boltI
• Perfect participle: stem of a verb + ā/e/ī/ +

a;÷E÷È÷î|

For example:
to speak
bolnā (infinitive)

boln;
bol (stem)

+ ā/e/ī/

bol ± a;÷E÷È÷î|
spoke bolā/bole/bolī/bol

bol;÷bole÷bolI÷bolI'

These participles are then combined with the forms of the verb to be in the simple present an
past.
Simple Present of the Verb to be

Simple Past of the Verb to be

The two participles with these forms of the verb to be combine to form five of the six tenses.
I (m) speak maĩ boltā h

mw' bolt; Ù\ (imperfect present)

I (m) used to speak maĩ boltā thā
I (m) spoke maĩ bolā

mw' bolt; q; (habitual past)

mw' bol; (past)

I (m) have spoken maĩ bolā h

mw' bol; Ù\ (present perfect)

I (m) had spoken maĩ bolā thā

mw' bol; q; (past perfect)

I (f) speak maĩ boltī h

mw' boltI Ù\ (imperfect present)

I (f) used to speak maĩ boltī thī
I (f) spoke maĩ bolī

mw' boltI qI (habitual past)

mw' bolI (past)

I (f) have spoken maĩ bolī h
I (f) had spoken maĩ bolī thī

mw' bolI Ù\ (present perfect)
mw' bolI qI (past perfect)

Optative and Future Tense

The optative form of the verb expresses wishes, desires, possibilities, etc., and the future tens
expresses actions that take place in the future.

The future tense is formed by adding the ending gā/ge/gī
For example:
I (m) will speak maĩ bol

gā

mw' bolU\g;

You (m, pl) will speak āp bolẽge
He (m) will speak yeh bolegā

a;p bole'ge

yh boleg;

g;÷ge÷gI to these forms.

I (f) will speak maĩ bol

gī

mw' bolU\gI

You (f, pl) will speak āp bolẽgī
She (f) will speak yeh bolegī

a;p bole'gI

yh bolegI

The Progressive Aspect

Actions can also be expressed as taking place at a particular moment, either in the present (o
near future), or in the past.
This is formed in the following manner.
stem + rahā/rahe/rahī + tense marker

bol (speaking) + rh;÷rhe÷rhI + verb to be (present or past)
he is speaking voh bol rahā hai

vh bol rh; hw

she is speaking voh bol rahī hai

vh bol rhI hw

he was speaking voh bol rahā thā

vh bol rh; q;

she was speaking voh bol rahī thī

vh bol rhI qI

they (m) are speaking vo bol rahe haĩ

ve bol rhe hw'

they (f) were speaking vo bol rahī th

ve bol rhI qI'

Imperatives

Commands are given to the second person (you). There are five forms of the imperative. Thes
correspond to the three forms of the second person pronoun, and indicate the degree of respe
(initimate, informal, polite, neutral/future, polite future).
You speak!

tū bol!

tU bol! (stem of the verb ‘to speak’ bolnā boln;, bol bol) (intimat

impolite form)
You speak. tum bolo.

tum bolo) (stem + o ao) (familiar form)

You please speak. āp boliye.

a;p boilye) (stem + iye îye) (polite form)

You speak. (further in the future than now)
verb) (neutral)

tū/tum bolnā.

tU÷tum boln;) (infinitive of th
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